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“Universal Savings Account” Proposal in New
Republican Tax Bill Is Ill-Conceived
By Brendan Duke
The “Universal Savings Accounts” (USA) proposal in a new tax bill, part of what House
Republican leaders have dubbed “Tax Reform 2.0,”1 would drain federal revenues substantially,
distribute its tax benefits overwhelmingly to the nation’s wealthiest households, and not likely boost
private savings much at all.2
USAs would be new tax-preferred accounts that are similar to Roth Individual Retirement
Accounts (Roth IRAs), but they would have no income limits for participation and individuals
would not have to wait until retirement to withdraw funds. As a result, they would create an
incentive for individuals to shift savings that they now hold in taxable accounts to USAs in order to
take advantage of the tax break that USAs would provide — namely, that unlike funds in existing
taxable accounts, all of the interest, capital gains, or other earnings in USA accounts would be
entirely tax free, forever.
Such a shift in savings from taxable accounts to USAs would not increase private savings, but it
would lose significant amounts of federal revenue, enlarging deficits and debt. Moreover, wealthy
households would receive the largest tax benefits by far because they already have substantial
amounts of money in taxable accounts that they could shift to USAs. By contrast, households in the
middle tend to hold only modest amounts of assets in taxable accounts, and they would receive
much smaller tax benefits.

USAs Would Do Little to Boost Savings
Under the House Republican USA proposal, individuals could place $2,500 each year into a USA.
They would contribute such funds with after-tax dollars, but all earnings on the funds would be tax
free, and USA account holders would owe no tax when they withdraw money. In that way, USAs
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would be similar to Roth IRAs — under which contributions are not tax deductible, but account
holders don’t pay tax on the earnings as they accrue or when account holders withdraw them.
Nevertheless, USAs are more generous than Roth IRAs in at least two important ways. First,
under a Roth IRA, an individual can withdraw funds only after retirement (with limited exceptions).
Under the House Republican proposal, however, USA account holders could withdraw funds at any
time and for any reason. Second, Roth IRA contributions are limited to married couples that make
less than $200,000 a year. USAs, however, would have no income limits on participation.3
Rep. David Brat — who previously introduced USA legislation in the House — has promoted
USAs as a “more streamlined and flexible saving account option that will truly encourage savings.”4
In reality, they won’t increase savings much at all since, according to high-quality research, this type
of tax-based savings incentive is largely ineffective, mostly subsidizing saving that households would
have undertaken anyway. Harvard economist Raj Chetty and his coauthors examined the savings
effects of tax-preferred accounts and found that 85 percent of individuals do not respond to such
tax incentives.5 The other 15 percent respond mostly by shifting savings from taxable to taxpreferred accounts. Overall, the authors estimated that every dollar of tax-cut benefit only increased
savings by one cent.
More than anything else, based on that research, USAs would likely mean that households with
funds in taxable investment and savings vehicles — including regular savings accounts, the interest
income from which is taxable — would get a tax cut simply by shifting their existing savings from
taxable accounts to tax-preferred USAs. Despite providing a tax cut, that shift wouldn’t increase
overall saving.
In fact, USAs could reduce savings for some households. That’s because households in the middle
of the wealth spectrum hold 57 percent of their savings in retirement accounts,6 and USAs would
give them much broader flexibility to withdraw funds before retirement, such as to pay regular bills.
If some households in the middle (most of whom do not fully take advantage of existing tax-
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preferred accounts7) shifted some of their contributions from retirement accounts to USAs, it could
leave them less prepared for retirement since they may withdraw funds from their USAs. Even if
they later replenished their USA funds after withdrawing them, they may have less savings for
retirement since the temporarily removed funds wouldn’t generate returns when they were outside
the account.

USAs Would Drain Federal Revenue
USAs would drain federal revenues because — as with Roth IRAs — investment earnings would
escape taxation. Those who already have Roth IRAs would have an additional vehicle through which
to contribute and then pay no tax on their investment earnings. And those with incomes above the
Roth IRA’s $200,000 income limit would have a new opportunity to secure these tax benefits.
The Joint Committee on Taxation estimates that the USA provision would cost $8.6 billion over
ten years.8 That likely understates its true long-run cost, for two reasons. First, as more assets shift
into USAs and grow in value over time, the benefit of not paying tax on the investment earnings
would also grow. The annual cost could be much higher in the years beyond the ten-year budget
window.
Second, if some people shift new contributions from an existing tax-preferred account to a USA
account, that would change the timing of their tax benefits. With a 401(k) or traditional Individual
Retirement Account (IRA), individuals receive a tax break up front, because they either contribute
pre-tax dollars (in the case of 401(k)s) or can deduct their contribution (in the case of a traditional
IRA). But they pay tax when they withdraw funds, typically in retirement. With USAs, in contrast,
account holders would contribute after-tax dollars but would enjoy the tax benefit later, paying no tax
on their investment earnings. Thus, if some account holders shifted contributions from 401(k)s and
IRAs to USAs, they would pay more taxes up front, raising federal revenue in the ten-year budget
window. But the federal government would then lose revenue after ten years because it wouldn’t
later collect taxes on withdrawals of funds that would have been in 401(k)s and IRAs.
In a political sense, the provision’s artificially low ten-year cost resulting from this timing shift
could make it easier for lawmakers to vote for this proposal. In the past, policymakers have on
various occasions sought to use timing shifts in tax payments to mask the long-term costs of tax-cut
proposals and thereby facilitate their passage. Just last year, House Republicans reportedly
considered changing the tax benefits of 401(k)s to more closely resemble Roth 401(k)s because that
would have made their tax bill appear less costly.9
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USAs Would Mostly Help the Wealthy, Do Little for the Middle
USAs would deliver most of their tax benefits to wealthy Americans while doing little for those in
the middle or at the bottom.10 In large part, that’s because the wealthy are best positioned to take
advantage of the main tax benefit of USAs: they can reduce their taxes by rearranging their
portfolios, shifting their savings from taxable accounts to tax-preferred USAs.
Currently, wealthy households have substantial assets in taxable accounts that they could shift into
USAs. Households in the top 1 percent of wealth have, on average, $9.4 million in assets that they
could shift into USAs,11 according to our analysis of the Federal Reserve’s Survey of Consumer
Finances, using the methodology of New York University economist Edward Wolff.12 Outside the
top 1 percent, the other households in the top 20 percent have an average of $470,000 in taxable
accounts that they could shift into USAs. Thus, wealthy households could contribute to USAs year
after year simply by shifting funds from their existing taxable accounts; they wouldn’t have to save
more to take advantage of the tax break.
For the middle 60 percent on the wealth scale, the average household has just $16,000 that it can
shift into USAs. Given the $2,500 per-person contribution limit for USAs, a married couple with
this amount of USA-eligible savings would need roughly four years to shift all of its existing eligible
assets from taxable accounts into USAs. The median (as opposed to the average) amount of USAeligible assets among the middle 60 percent is far lower — just $900 — so more than half of these
households couldn’t shift any additional assets into USAs after one year. Once they had shifted
those assets, these households could get an additional tax break only by boosting their savings rate.
The research cited above, however, strongly suggests that they wouldn’t do so to a significant
degree. In the end, wealthy households would get a hefty tax cut that grows over time, while those in
the middle would get far less.
Moreover, most households seem poorly positioned to take advantage of USAs by the sheer fact
that only a small share of households takes full advantage of existing tax-preferred accounts today.
Contribution limits on these accounts are already generous: two married workers can contribute a
combined $48,000 each year to their 401(k)s and IRAs (not including employer contributions), rising
to $62,000 if they are 50 or older.13 But just 5 percent of 401(k) participants contributed the
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maximum allowable amount to their 401(k) in 2006, a Congressional Budget Office analysis found,
and those that did were disproportionately households with incomes above $160,000.14
USA benefits are tilted to the top in another
important way as well: the tax savings would be
proportional to a household’s tax rate on
investments. Interest income, such as from a
savings account or a bond portfolio, is taxed at
ordinary income tax rates. A married couple with
total income of over $1 million a year is in the 37
percent tax bracket and, consequently, would
save 37 cents on the dollar if its interest income
was earned tax free in a USA as opposed to a
taxable account. 15 By contrast, a couple making
under $100,000 a year would save at most 12
cents on the dollar because it’s in the 10 or 12
percent tax bracket.16

FIGURE 1

Nor would USAs help middle-income savers
when it comes to other types of investments.
Take, for instance, capital gains — the gains
from the sale of stocks or other assets. The top
tax rate on long-term capital gains is 20 percent,
but the rate is 0 for a married couple making up
to about $100,000. Thus, that married couple
would receive no additional tax benefit from
holding such assets in a USA as opposed to a
taxable account; either way, the couple would
pay no tax on the gains. More than 70 percent of
filers would fall into this group, according to IRS
data.17 (See Figure 1.) By contrast, a married
couple making $1 million a year would enjoy a
significant tax advantage by shifting its assets into a USA. Rather than pay a 20 percent tax on any
capital gain, it would pay no tax at all.
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